The A/FX Super II is the fastest most advanced HO Racing Car ever introduced. It's "Bullet Proof!"
QUADRA-LAM™ armature is capable of over 60,000 RPM! Side and Nose weights, Braided Pickup Shoes, Super Trued rear tires and lightweight vac-formed body shell add up to unequalled performance. A/FX Super II... the true track tamer.

1. Dual Wound "Bullet Proof" Quadra Lam™ armature capable of 68,000 RPM @ 15 Volts on Rectified DC.
2. 5" advanced super flat printed circuit commutator plate.
3. Improved long wearing super conductivity commutator brushes spring mounted in machined brass "heat sink" brush holders.
4. Elimination of brush "Float" by spring mounted brushes.
5. Gold plated pickup shoes with copper "braid" to provide a 20% increase in electrical pickup from track.
6. Up to 35% faster than a stock A/FX car when operated at the same voltage.
7. Double ended "DEEP SLOT" guide pin for operation on A/FX High Performance track or regular HO racing track.
8. Fully articulated chrome plated lead side weights to lower the center of gravity and damen vibration. The result is Super handling on flat turns.
9. Screw Mounted chrome plated brass and lead nose weight to keep the nose down during acceleration and cornering. Hinged body mount integrated with nose weight.
10. Glued and trued cellular sponge rear tires mounted on light weight machined aluminum-set-screw racing wheels and combined with a bullet proof steel axle gets the "muscle" to the track!
11. Super round low friction "O" ring front tires mounted on light weight machined aluminum racing wheels to eliminate drag.
12. Prepainted ready-to-race Vacuum Formed body with highly detailed cockpit, driver, and air scoop. Hinged mounting provides instant access to chassis.

Carton Pack: 1 doz.
Carton Weight 6 lbs.
THE A/FX ARE HERE... AND EACH ONE COMES WITH A SECTION OF BONUS TRACK.

A/FX... IT STANDS FOR AURORA/FACTORY EXPERIMENTALS... CARS SO FAST THEY LEAVE THE OTHERS ON THE LINE... CARS THAT CORNER LIKE NOTHING BEFORE... CARS WITH THE FEEL OF THE REAL THING... AND CARS WITH THE NEW "DEEP SLOT" GUIDE PIN FOR FANTASTIC PERFORMANCE ON A/FX HIGH PERFORMANCE TRACK.

- DUAL WHEELBASE MONOCOCQUE CHASSIS
- "SUPERFAT" SPONGE RACE TIRES
- RADIALLY ORIENTED MAGNETS
- 84% SILVER COMMUTATOR BRUSHES
- LIGHTWEIGHT SILVER PLATED PICKUP SHOES
- INDEPENDENTLY ROTATING FRONT WHEELS
- "SNAP IN" TOP GEAR PLATE
- "SNAP ON" PAINTED BODY SHELLS
- HIGH PERFORMANCE GEAR RATIO
- SUPER DETAILED PLATED "MAG" WHEELS
- SELF LUBRICATING NYLATRON CHASSIS
- STEEL FRONT AXLE
- LOW ROAD HUGGING CENTER OF GRAVITY

1767-750 A/FX LOLA T-260 "CAN-AM" *
1768-750 A/FX SHADOW "CAN-AM" *
1769-750 A/FX FORD "BAJA BRONCO" *
1773-750 A/FX DODGE CHARGER STOCK CAR
1753-750 A/FX DODGE CHARGER DAYTONA
1762-750 A/FX PLYMOUTH ROAD RUNNER STOCK CAR
1766-750 A/FX CORVETTE FUNNY CAR
1758-750 A/FX PLYMOUTH CUDA FUNNY CAR
1763-750 A/FX FERRARI 512 M

*Photograph or rendering of pre-production model
1760-750 A/FX '57 CHEVY NOMAD

1761-750 A/FX PINTO FUNNY CAR

1751-750 A/FX FERRARI 612

1765-750 A/FX JAVELIN PRO STOCKER

1757-750 A/FX PORSCHE 917

1756-750 A/FX CAMARO Z-28 "TRANS-AM"

1764-750 A/FX JAVELIN "TRANS-AM"

1798-750 A/FX "FLAMETHROWER" PORSCHE 917

1759-750 A/FX VEGA VAN "GASSER"

1799-750 A/FX "FLAMETHROWER" FERRARI 512M

1754-750 A/FX "TOO MUCH"

THE "FLAMETHROWERS!
All the speed, performance and handling perfection of A/FX cars... with something new! REAL HEADLIGHTS FOR RACING IN THE DARK! There's a whole new world of pleasure out there driving the A/FX "FLAMETHROWERS"... for day or NIGHT racing.
"TUFF ONES"
SPEED TIMED AND TRACK TESTED AT 750 SCALE MPH.

NO. 1472 "TUFF ONE" FORD GT
NO. 1407 DODGE CHARGER

NO. 1477 "TUFF ONE" AMX
NO. 1479 "TUFF ONE" COUGAR

NO. 1476 "TUFF ONE" CHAPARRAL 2F
NO. 1483 "SAND VAN" DUNE BUGGY

NO. 1481 "TUFF ONE" DINO FERRARI
NO. 1484 SUPER MODIFIED ROADSTER

NO. 1480 "TUFF ONE" CAMARO
NO. 1409 ALFA ROMEO

NO. 1482 "TUFF ONE" VOLKSWAGEN
NO. 1429 EL CAMINO

NO. 1473 "TUFF ONE" DUNE BUGGY COUPE
NO. 1397 McLAREN "ELVA"

NO. 1471 "TUFF ONE" LOLA GT
NO. 1400 MANGUSTA MONGOOSE

NO. 1474 "TUFF ONE" WILLYS GASSER
NO. 1414 AMX

NO. 1475 "TUFF ONE" CHEETAH
NO. 1487 "GOOD HUMOR ICE CREAM TRUCK"

What could be more American than a Good Humor? A Good Humor Ice Cream Truck...now yours from Aurora! A scaled down replica with all the cool features of the real thing! Powered with a Thunderjet 500 engine...super detailed and complete with driver and realistic signs.

NO. 1485 "BUSHWHACKER" SNOWMOBILE


NO. 1356 CORVETTE "STING RAY"
NO. 1398 DUNE BUGGY ROADSTER
NO. 1403 CHEETAH
NO. 1404 VOLKSWAGEN w/FLOWER
NO. 1399 DUNE Buggy COUPE
NO. 1401 WILLY'S "GASSER"
NO. 1402 PONTIAC FIREBIRD
NO. 1377 CHAPARRAL
NO. 1405 McLAREN FORMULA 1
NO. 1375 COBRA GT
NO. 1410 CHAPARRAL 2F
NO. 1362 MACK DUMP TRUCK
NO. 1364 INT'L WRECKER (Tow Truck)
NO. 1381 DINO FERRARI
NO. 1365 HOT ROD ROADSTER
NO. 1406 REPCO BRABHAM
NO. 1380 MAKO SHARK
NO. 1363 MACK STAKE TRUCK
NO. 1430 "FLAMETHROWER" FORD "J"
NO. 1431 "FLAMETHROWER" McLAREN
NO. 1382 FORD "J"
NO. 1196 "FLAMETHROWER" DUNE BUGGY
NO. 1432 "FLAMETHROWER" FORD GT
NO. 1491 "FLAMETHROWER" CHAPARRAL 2F
NO. 1493 "FLAMETHROWER" FERRARI
NO. 1495 "FLAMETHROWER" COBRA GT
NO. 1366 HOT ROD COUPE
NO. 1421 FORD '32 PICK UP
NO. 1494 "FLAMETHROWER" FORD GT

"FLAMETHROWERS"
All the excitement of daylight competition with something new added—REAL HEADLIGHTS FOR RACING IN THE DARK. Finally, you can race all day and through the night just like the big cars at LeMans, Siebring and Daytona.
A/FX® BANKED HAIRPIN CURVE

No. 2544 A/FX BANKED HAIRPIN CURVE
Hairpin Banked 6” radius curve! Now, Full Speed and Driving Excitement are possible on this 6” radius curve with integral “SPEED WALLS” allowing high speed driving through the tightest turns! Designed for 2 to 4 lane traffic. The new A/FX HAIRPIN CURVE . . . complete with A/FX “DEEP SLOT” and “SPEED LOK” track features.
Carton Pack: 11 Carton Weight: 18 lbs.

A/FX® BANKED “S” CURVE SET

No. 2543 A/FX BANKED “S” CURVE SET
High speed excitement with these modular banked A/FX “S” Curve track sections. Assembles to 30 full inches 2 different ways to create great new layouts. “S” CURVE . . . designed with A/FX “DEEP SLOT” and “SPEED LOK” track features and built-in guard rail too. Keeps the tension mounting as you zig-zag through the turns.
Carton Pack: 11 Carton Weight: 18 lbs.
Sold By Pairs

A/FX® DAYTONA BANKED CURVE SET

No. 2545 A/FX DAYTONA BANKED CURVE SET
Now set a blistering pace with the 12” radius A/FX DAYTONA BANK CURVE! Complete with integral speed walls for super speed thrills! Add the 9 inch radius Monza Bank Curve and utilize the supports. The A/FX Daytona Rank Curve . . . includes the A/FX “DEEP SLOT” “SPEED LOK” track features and all you’ll need for real racing excitement!
Carton Pack: 12 Carton Weight: 16 lbs
A/FX™
HIGH PERFORMANCE
DIAGNOSTIC
CENTER

Automotive test centers are springing up everywhere... even in living rooms! At last, here's professional test equipment for the H.Q. racing buff! Three separate units — "Speed Shifter Power Control," "Weight Analyzer," and "Dyno Tach." Use 'em together for a complete console or individually. The A/FX High Performance Diagnostic Center... For The Big Plus In Little Cars!

No. 1544 "SPEED SHIFTER POWER CONTROL"
Carton Pack: 1 doz. Carton Weight: 9 lbs.

No. 1547 "DYNO TACH"

No. 1545 "WEIGHT ANALYZER"
Carton Pack: 1 doz. Carton Weight: 8 lbs.
A/FX HIGH PERFORMANCE TRACK AND RACING ACCESSORIES.
*with "SPEED LOK" ASSEMBLY, EXTRA "DEEP SLOT", AND "SLOT WEDGE" DESIGN

No. 1347 Racing Speed Control (For T-Jets Only)
Carton Pack: 24 Carton Weight: 4 lbs.

No. 1343 A/FX Aurora-Russkit 45 OHM Speed Control
(Recommended for A/FX cars)
Carton Pack: 24 Carton Weight: 8 lbs.

No. 1345 Aurora-Russkit 80 OHM Speed Control
(Recommended for T-Jet Cars)
Carton Pack: 24 Carton Weight: 8 lbs.

No. 1449 A/FX "Pit Kit" Carrying Case
Carton Pack: 24 Carton Weight: 18 lbs.

No. 1450 A/FX Aurora-Russkit 45 OHM Speed Control With Brakes
Carton Pack: 24 Carton Weight: 8 lbs.

No. 1449 A/FX "Pit Kit" Carrying Case With A/FX High Performance Parts Kit
Carton Pack: 24 Carton Weight: 20 lbs.

No. 1349 A/FX High Performance Power Pack With On-Off Switch
(U.L. Approved)
Carton Pack: 6 Carton Weight: 11 lbs.

No. 1450 Start-Finish Pylons
Carton Pack: 36 Carton Weight: 7 lbs.

No. 1342/A/FX Safety Wall-Pak With Attached Terminal (U.L. Approved)
Carton Pack: 6 Carton Weight: 5 lbs.

No. 1451 Judge's Stand
Carton Pack: 36 Carton Weight: 8 lbs.
No. 1452 Grandstand
Carton Pack: 36  Carton Weight: 24 lbs.

No. 1453 Dual Pit Stop
Carton Pack: 36  Carton Weight: 21 lbs.

No. 2465 Electric Lap Counter with 9" Remote Track Section
Carton Pack: 6  Carton Weight: 7 lbs.

No. 251 9" Straight Adapter Tracks (Sold By Pairs)
Carton Pack: 36  Carton Weight: 5 lbs.

No. 1456 Curved Bleachers
Carton Pack: 36  Carton Weight: 30 lbs.

No. 2501 9" Straight Wiggle Track
Carton Pack: 48  Carton Weight: 7 lbs.

No. 2502 9" Straight Double-Cross Track
Carton Pack: 48  Carton Weight: 7 lbs.

No. 2467 Monza Banked Curve Set 9" Radius
A/FX High Performance Track and Racing Accessories

*with "Speed Lok" Assembly, Extra "Deep Slot", and "Slot Wedge" Design

No. 2503 9" "Y" Tracks (Sold By Pairs)
Carton Pack: 48  Carton Weight: 20 lbs.

No. 2519 9" Radius Curved Track (1/4 Circle)
Carton Pack: 48  Carton Weight: 10 lbs.
No. 2518 6" Radius Curved Track (1/4 Circle)
Carton Pack: 48  Carton Weight: 7 lbs.
No. 2540 6" Radius Curved Track (1/8 Circle)
Carton Pack: 48  Carton Weight: 7 lbs.
No. 2528 12" Radius Curved Track (1/8 Circle)
Carton Pack: 48  Carton Weight: 8 lbs.
No. 2514 9" Radius Curved Track (1/8 Circle)
Carton Pack: 48  Carton Weight: 4 lbs.
No. 2533 15" Radius Curved Track (1/8 Circle)
Carton Pack: 48  Carton Weight: 0 lbs.
No. 2546 9" Radius Curve Track Pack (4 sections—full circle)
Carton Pack: 12  Carton Weight: 12 lbs.

No. 2517 9" Straight Track
Carton Pack: 48  Carton Weight: 7 lbs.
No. 2515 5" Straight Track
Carton Pack: 48  Carton Weight: 4 lbs.
No. 2527 6" Straight Track
Carton Pack: 48  Carton Weight: 4 lbs.
No. 2516 7" Straight Track
Carton Pack: 48  Carton Weight: 5 lbs.
No. 2520 9" Straight Terminal Track
Carton Pack: 48  Carton Weight: 9 lbs.
No. 2542 15" Straight Track
Carton Pack: 48  Carton Weight: 12 lbs.
No. 2546 15" Straight Track Pack (4 sections)
Carton Pack: 48  Carton Weight: 12 lbs.

No. 2504 Loop-The-Loop with Track (Sold By Pairs)
Carton Pack: 12  Carton Weight: 15 lbs.

No. 2506 9" Straight Cobblestone Track with Signs
Carton Pack: 48  Carton Weight: 8 lbs.

No. 2513 9" Radius Crisscross Tracks (Sold By Pairs)
Carton Pack: 48  Carton Weight: 26 lbs.

No. 2521 9" Junction Turnoffs (Sold By Pairs)
Carton Pack: 12  Carton Weight: 7 lbs.